From the people who invented industrial column protection.

Rack Sentry

The complete family for protecting rack systems.

takes a
beating

Dependable protection.
Flexibility to fit most
every rack in every
situation.
Instead of leaving metal racks exposed, allowing them to scratch,
bend and crumple under impact, protect them with Rack Sentry.
Rack Sentry absorbs the force and bounces back to its original
shape whenever lifting equipment strikes. Its patented Sentry
Air Cushion System is always on guard, protecting the structural
integrity of your rack system, plus protecting your inventory and
your warehouse floor.
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so your rack
systems
don’t have to.

Rack Sentry® virtually eliminates
rack damage by absorbing the
force of tow motor impact, and it’s:
Tougher than your tow motor
Rack Sentry, a patented product, is molded from a semi-flexible and stress-crack resistant plastic
It minimizes the force of tow motor impact that can damage the structural integrity of your racks
and floors
Nine pockets strategically placed throughout Rack Sentry are angled to deflect impact energy
away from the rack
Rack Sentry surrounds rack legs, protecting from damage at all angles

Versatil ity to fit most racks and profiles
Size variations accommodate most racks
Available in various widths to protect rack uprights 3"/75mm to 4.75"/120mm
Rack Sentry provides protection, no matter the manufacturer or profile
Each piece is 18"/457mm tall and stackable for greater protection
3"
76mm

3.25"
80mm

3.5"
90mm

4"
4.75"
100mm 120mm

Easy to see
Bright safety yellow
UV stabilized plastic prevents fading
Waterproof and easy to clean
Chemical-resistant and non-conductive
Removable for maintenance

Easy to install
One person can install the lightweight Rack Sentry
in seconds
Simply position Rack Sentry around any rack upright
and fasten the hook and loop straps
No tools required

Cutouts for racks
with beams
Rack Sentry Cutouts are available for
3"/75mm and 4"/100mm uprights and
feature a cutaway section on the return
arms to enable it to be placed over beams
5"/127mm or 7"/178mm from the floor

Rack Sentry is easily stackable for greater protection
Save time, labor, and the cost of other materials

Cheaper than repair or
rack replacement
Protects both your inventory and the structural integrity of your rack system
No floor damage upon impact because it is not attached to the floor

Rack Sentry END for
end-of-rack applications

Costs a fraction of rack, floor, or inventory repair/replacement
A one-time insurance investment

Perfect for outside corners in high traffic areas

Always on duty
Protects any rack under any condition, down to 32°F/0°C
Doesn’t stay dented — pops back to original shape after impact, ready to stand guard again and again

Covers the front and end of the rack

Cutout can be flipped
to accommodate
beams either
5"/127mm or
7"/178mm from
the floor
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